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CAE introduces CAE Rise™ for the defense market  
 
-- Data-driven training system provides real-time insights and 
standardized evaluations (Rise) for continuous military pilot training 
improvement -- 
 

 
Orlando, Florida, USA, November 26, 2018 – (NYSE: CAE; TSX: CAE) – 
Today at the Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation, and Education 
Conference (I/ITSEC), the world’s largest military training and simulation event, 
CAE announced the launch of CAE Rise™ for the defense market. 
 
CAE Rise™ is a data-driven training system designed to enable defense and 
security organizations to deliver standardized training and give instructors a 
new approach to objectively assess pilot competencies using live data during 
training sessions. The system leverages big data analytics to reduce subjectivity 
in pilot assessment, allows instructors even greater focus on teaching, and 
helps create more efficient and continually improving training programs. CAE 
Rise™ is one of CAE’s latest digital innovations and has already been deployed 
for training CAE’s airline partners. 
 
During I/ITSEC, CAE (Booth #1734) will conduct demonstrations each day with 
CAE Rise™ integrated on a T-6C simulator. The demonstrations will show how 
CAE Rise™ gathers data during simulator training sessions, and then provides 
an instructor with real-time, objective assessments of student performance 
against pre-determined criteria for specific training tasks. 
 
“CAE Rise™ is a prime example of CAE’s commitment to investing in the 
development of digital technologies to revolutionize pilot training,” said Gene 
Colabatistto, CAE’s Group President, Defense & Security. “The aviation industry 
– both military and civil – faces the long-term challenge of producing sufficient 
numbers of highly-qualified pilots to meet demand. CAE’s focus on aviation 
training and innovations such as CAE Rise™ will contribute to making pilot 
training more efficient, standardized and objective, which ultimately helps 
produce higher-quality and better prepared pilots.” 
 
Some of the key features, capabilities and benefits of CAE Rise™ for military 
pilot training include: 
 

• Developed on Microsoft Azure Government for cloud computing to 
meet government cybersecurity and compliance requirements; 

• Facilitating student-centric learning by providing digital lesson plans, 
real-time feedback and ability to tailor training to each student; 

• Improving instructor performance by facilitating student interaction and 
reducing administrative burden; 

• Enabling training organization efficiencies such as maintaining 
electronic records, identifying performance gaps, and implementing 
closed-loop, adaptive training. 

 

 
CAE Rise is a data-driven training system that 

supports the delivery of more standardized 
training while enabling instructors to objectively 
assess pilot competencies using live data during 

training sessions. 

 

 
CAE Rise leverages big data analytics to provide 

training insights that can be used to 
continuously adapt and improve training 

programs. 
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About CAE 
 
CAE’s Defense & Security business unit focuses on helping prepare our 
customers to develop and maintain the highest levels of mission readiness.  We 
are a world-class training systems integrator offering a comprehensive portfolio 
of training centers, training services and simulation products across the air, naval, 
land and public safety market segments.  We serve our global defense and 
security customers through regional operations in Canada; the United 
States/Latin America; Europe/Africa; and Asia-Pacific/Middle East, all of which 
leverage the full breadth of CAE’s capabilities, technologies and solutions. 
 
CAE is a global leader in training for the civil aviation, defense and security, and 
healthcare markets. Backed by a record of more than 70 years of industry firsts, 
we continue to help define global training standards with our innovative virtual-to-
live training solutions to make flying safer, maintain defense force readiness and 
enhance patient safety. We have the broadest global presence in the industry, 
with over 9,000 employees, 160 sites and training locations in over 35 countries. 
Each year, we train more than 220,000 civil and defense crewmembers, including 
more than 135,000 pilots, and thousands of healthcare professionals worldwide. 
www.cae.com 
 
Follow us on Twitter @CAE_Inc and @CAE_Defence 
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CAE contacts: 
 
Hélène V. Gagnon, Vice President, Public Affairs and Global Communications, 
+1-514-340-5536, helene.v.gagnon@cae.com 
 
Trade media:  
Chris Stellwag, Director, Marketing Communications – Defense and Security,  
+1-813-887-1242, chris.stellwag@cae.com  
 
Investor relations:  
Andrew Arnovitz, Vice President, Strategy and Investor Relations, 
+1-514-734-5760, andrew.arnovitz@cae.com 
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